Antiangiogenic agents and their promising potential in combined therapy.
One of the most promising strategies for treating cancer is the addition of antiangiogenic therapy to therapeutic regimens. Angiogenesis, or the growth of new blood vessels from preexisting vessels, is essential both for the growth of a primary tumor and for successful metastasis. As a result of intense research in this field, a number of antiangiogenic agents have been identified and have demonstrated varying degrees of success in inhibiting the growth of solid tumors and metastases in preclinical and clinical studies. The real potential of antiangiogenic agents for cancer therapy resides in strategic combinations with each other, with chemotherapy, with radiation, and with tumor-targeting agents, such as radioimmunotherapy. Along with this new opportunity to develop synergistic therapy comes the challenging complexities of the physiologic systems regulating angiogenesis. These multifaceted systems could intimidate investigators seeking to take advantage of the potential synergy in combined cancer therapy. To aid in these efforts, this overview of key antiangiogenic agent mechanisms, combination strategies and initial studies of the potential synergy with chemotherapy, radiation and radioimmunotherapy is presented.